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SYMPTOMS

TREATMENTS

DETERMINING DX

1. Motor Vehicle Crash

1. Localized Back Pain

1.Chiropractic Care

1. Physical Exam

2. Spinal Degeneration

2. Discogenic Pain

2.Physiotherapy

2. Ortho/Neuro Exam

3. Trauma

3. Often Asymptomatic

3.Spinal Decompression

3. X-ray/MRI

4. Discitis

5. Numb/tingling at site

4. Medication

4. CT Myelogram

5. Tumor

5. Surgical intervention

6. Diseased Vertebrae

THORACIC SCHMORL’S NODES
Where most herniations are associated with typical bulges, protrusions and extrusions that
can place pressure on nerves resulting in back pain and sciatica, this type of herniation goes
through the endplate covering the disc and directly into the bone.
A Schmorl’s node is typically found in the thoracic or lumbar spine (mid or lower back) and
is most often not a major finding, as they are fairly common. However, after a decade, we are
still trying to learn the significance of these Schmorl’s nodes. These nodes are usually noted
as a long-term finding
without any
symptoms and are
found in about 30%
of the population. The
location of upper
lumbar prevalence
may be explained by
the endplates being
stronger as you go
down or caudal in the
spine, thus the upper
lumbar and lower
thoracic spine may be
more vulnerable to
insults of the weaker
endplates via
Schmorl’s nodes. Regarding vertebral morphology; there are also indications that the taller
the spinal bone, the less strength it has to resist vertical forces, similar to wider discs being
less resistant to torsional forces.
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How Do You Get Schmorl’s Nodes?
Most can form after a heavy loading incident or trauma which forces the nucleus part of the
disc through the endplate instead of the outer part of the disc. The outer part of the disc is
normally more resistant to sudden forces than the endplate, especially in young individuals.
Gymnasts show a high level of Schmorl’s nodes; think of a landing off the balance beam or a
hard landing from a high ski jump, or taking a hard fall on your buttocks.
The location of most nodes indicate axial loading (vertical forces) are a major cause. When
there is an injury that affects the spine in these up and down directions, nodes can occur.
They will sometimes show edema (swelling) or a light area around the node. The edema may
resolve in as little as 6 months, or may persist for some years. In some cases they are factors
which can make the endplate and/or bone weaker and less resistant to structural failure, like
bone diseases, degeneration, tumors or disc infection.
Are Schmorl’s Nodes Painful?
Not all Schmorl’s nodes are painful. However, endplates are meant to be intact in order to
maintain the structural integrity of the disc and bone. Just like the outer part of the disc,
structural failure can result in the inner part of the disc pushing into or through the outer
part, known commonly as a disc herniation. Not all disc herniations are painful. They may
not place any pressure on a nerve or on other sensitive structures, but damage is done to one
degree or another. In a Schmorl’s node or intradiscal herniation, as the endplate cracks,
some of the inner disc nucleus material goes through into the bone, like walking on a frozen
pond and having your heel crack through the ice and the water seeping out. Typically the
white area around the node is bone inflammation and this usually indicates a recent node
from a trauma or injury. So, that is painful. The pain is usually felt deep in the back and does
not radiate into the legs like a typical disc herniation. It can be painful for a few years, then
eventually calm down. This is a reasonable, general line of thinking, however, some research
indicates these to be a bit more insidious.
Painful Nodes
There are studies which indicate that Schmorl’s nodes that produce symptoms can be very
painful, with high pain levels reported by patients as well as significant effects on quality of
life. Damage to the endplate can result in a loss of pressure to the inner part of the disc and
placing more stress on the outer part, therefore, damage to the endplate can cause a series of
mechanical and biochemical events that lead to degeneration and chronic back pain. A node
that has been chronic for some time, but no swelling noted, and then converts to swelling or
modic changes around the nod, along with typical herniation of the disc at that level, is
highly suspicious of disc infection. A pathway for bacteria to enter the disc is associated with
herniations that pull off a piece of the endplate. With a Schmorl’s node, there is already a
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pathway from the disc, through the endplate and into the bone. Any subsequent herniation,
from either injury or age related degeneration may provide a direct connection, leaving the
disc vulnerable to a rapidly progressing, pathological and deforming type of degeneration
from bacterial infection.
Even without infection, the inner part of the disc, when in contact with the blood supply of
the inside of the bone can cause a significant immune response resulting in high levels of
swelling, pain producing chemicals called cytokines, and high levels of pain which can follow
a pattern of inflammation related pain of worse in the morning, better at noon, getting bad
again in the afternoon, and worse at night. If a node is not painful, it can produce symptoms
if the nucleus keeps herniating more into the bone marrow. Once there is contact of the
nucleus with the blood, an inflammatory immune reaction can result in pain and further
structural damage to the bone itself as well as the disc.
Which Nodes Are Painful
There seems to be a pattern indicating a certain subgroup of nodes that cause back pain.
These are ones that are only visible on MRI and follow the pattern of Type 1 Modic
Disease in the bone around the node, indicating an active pathological process. Similar to
modic type 1 changes, these indicate swelling and inflammation in the bone marrow. When
this is seen, there is a high probability that the Schmorl’s node itself is a cause of pain. This
may not be the main cause; often these are found with disc herniations or disc degeneration
that can cause radiating pain as well as modic changes in the bone at other locations than the
node. However, an active node would be a cause of pain as well.
Possible Consequences Of Active Nodes
When doing follow-up imaging studies, most nodes are stable. However, there is literature
that indicates in about a year and a half, about 26% will increase in size and about 13% will
show modic type 1 changes surrounding the node. It is also indicated that these active nodes
may increase the risk of vertebral fractures by about 10%. Like modic changes, the invasion
into the bone marrow produces microfractures as the bone surrounding the marrow
becomes destroyed. Micro-fractures can produce a deep, sharp pain and can increase the
swelling and inflammation.
SPINAL DECOMPRESSION
An acute node that is symptomatic can be treated similar to compression vertebral fractures.
Initial conservative measures often consist of pain and/or anti-inflammatory medications,
and bed rest. Heat and ice can be used accordingly and after the initial inflammation has
subsided.
Chiropractic adjustments (I paticularly like Cox Technique for this) and a strengthening of
supporting muscles through physiotherapy may provide solutions. However, if these
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conservative treatments are not meeting treatment goals then Spinal Decompression may be
a better option. Again, most Schmorl’s nodes are not pain producing nodes and are noticed
upon examination of back pain from another cause. However, a small percentage of patients
will have back pain that is not responding to typical therapies (especially acute and traumatic
nodes i.e Motor Vehicle Crash) and have an MRI indicating a large node surrounded by bone
swelling. In these cases, treatment is warranted.
Ask you doctor concerning Spinal Decompression for the treatment of Schmorl’s nodes if the
above conservative care is not relieving your symptoms. Spinal surgery should always be the
absolute very last option after all other non-surgical/non-invasive treatments have been
exhausted.
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